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1 Introduction

What would the shopping experience of tomorrow look like? In this chapter we pro-
pose several human-centered and resource-adaptive ideas to this question. Through-
out the whole chapter we explain our ideas with the recurrent theme of a shop
that consists of instrumented shelves, public displays, audio systems, and mobile
devices for each user. The shelves are fitted with RFID antennas and allow for
sensing implicit user interactions with RFID-labeled objects, such as picking up
a product or putting it back into the shelf. We will present the novel interaction
paradigm of “Talking Objects”, which involves multimodal interaction with instru-
mented objects, spanning the modalities of speech, gestures, sound and haptics.
Imagine talking objects in shopping malls with which individuals or groups are able
to interact. This means accomplishing shopping tasks by offering an intuitive inter-
face to a complex environment. Furthermore, these talking objects will be associated
with personalities by the means of controlling speech attributes and behavior. In
addition to this anthropomorphism, we will provide these objects with the abilities
to sense their state, e.g., whether they are in or outside the shelf, or whether a user
is turning, squeezing, or shaking them. The novel concept of “Product Associated
Displays” is a way of providing visual feedback to users interacting with physi-
cal objects in an instrumented shop. These projected public displays are created at
locations that can be intuitively associated with the objects they show information
about. Furthermore, a life-like character lives as a “Virtual Room Inhabitant” in
our smart shop. The novel concept of “Personalized Ambient Audio Notification”
describes a notification service that allows users to monitor information with less
distraction of attendees in their surrounding. The ambient notification service works
with personalized non-speech audio cues that can be embedded in aesthetic back-
ground music depending on the event and the current position of the user. Areas
of applications are shops where employees can receive information (e.g., a cashier
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is needed in the point of sale area) without arousing the customer’s attention. At
the same time the background soundscape has a comfortable effect on customers.
Another important point of a shopping activity is the preparation of a shopping
list, which helps the user to remember the things that need to be bought. We will
present an implemented web-based agenda, where users or user groups can enter
tasks, such as buying certain articles for a party. Typical existing organizers, such
as PDAs or smartphones, only provide an alarm function to remind one user at a
certain time. Our novel “Ubiquitous Agenda Service” allows the user to specify
a place, or select a semantic category, such as a supermarket or brand. As soon
as the user is nearby one of the specified places, a location-aware mobile device
can present a reminder. Inside the shop, public displays will recognize the mobile
device wirelessly via bluetooth and adapt their advertisement to the user’s shopping
list and general interests. In this chapter, we will put a focus on the role of cognitive
and affective states for the adaptation of information presentation in instrumented
environments. We will present how to recognize the resources of users with spe-
cialized “Dynamic Bayesian Networks” that probabilistically estimate the cognitive
load and the time-pressure of users on the basis of their symptomatic behavior and
physiological data that is derived from bio-sensors that measure for example the
heart rate, the muscle tension, the electrodermal activity, or the eye movements.
Finally, we will present an ontological approach to model and share the limited
cognitive resources of users between different resource-adaptive applications. The
“Ubiquitous User Model Service” provides contextual information on the users’
actions, characteristics, and locations, while the users are enabled to access and
control their profiles via a sophisticated web interface which integrates the necessary
privacy issues.

1.1 Overview Described Within a Motivating Scenario

In order to get an impression of what shopping might look like in the future, imagine
a fictitious shopping scenario in an instrumented environment in which Mrs. Smith
and her husband are consumers. In preparation for her shopping, Mrs. Smith creates
an electronic shopping list using a web interface. At the entrance of the supermarket,
Mrs. Smith connects to her current shopping list with the tablet PC mounted at the
handle of her shopping cart. She is navigated through the supermarket by an indoor
navigation system (see chapter Seamless Resource-Adaptive Navigation). Mean-
while, Mr. Smith remembers that he has invited a friend for dinner and recognizes
that he has no more wine at home. Thus he adds the entry “some French wine” to his
wife’s electronic shopping list which immediately appears on the screen of her shop-
ping cart. When she sees the new entry, Mrs. Smith heads for the wine department to
which she is guided by a projected virtual character that moves along the shelves and
walls of the supermarket (see Sect. 6). When she enters the wine department, Mrs.
Smith notices an elderly lady standing in front of the interactive wine information
kiosk asking for some wine that suits her taste. On the basis of her speech input, the
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kiosk system recognizes that the questioner is an elderly woman and recommends
preferably sweet wines in a slow and comfortable voice (see Sect. 7). As Mrs.
Smith does not have much knowledge of wine (this information can be retrieved
from an ubiquitous user model, see Sect. 8) and the kiosk is already occupied, she
uses the Mobile ShopAssist on her PDA to get some information about the different
wines she considers buying (see Sect. 3). The Mobile ShopAssist monitors the user’s
choice and matches her actions to an affective state model (see Sect. 9). Beside other
interaction modalities for the system output, a wine bottle that Mrs. Smith takes out
of the shelf can “answer” her questions explaining her its features (see Sect. 2).
In this way, Mrs. Smith can learn more about the specific features of the wines
and compare them with each other. The required information can also be presented
visually on projected displays that automatically appear at the back surface in the
shelf when a bottle is taken out of it (see Sect. 4). If Mrs. Smith is still undecided
which wine to buy after some time, an ambient sound notification system seamlessly
informs an employee of the shop who is a wine expert that there is a customer in the
wine department who might need some help (see Sect. 5).

2 Dialogue Shell of Talking Products

One important design goal of our interactive shopping assistance is to support arbi-
trary users, particularly computer novices, who are not able or willing to learn the
use of such a system. We therefore have to find a solution that provides a natural
interaction, requiring minimal effort of a user to understand and utilize the assistance
system. Nijholt et al. [43] suggest that a limited animistic design metaphor seems
to be appropriate for human–environment interaction with thousands of networked
smart objects. People often tend to treat objects similar to humans, according to
findings of Reeves and Nass [50], which allows users to explain the behavior of a
system if they lack a good functional conceptual model. In consequence, we decided
to employ a natural language system, which enables the user to talk to each product.

Our group conducted a usability study of a multi-modal shopping assistant [62].
The implemented system allows users for instance to request product information
in a combination of speech and selecting gestures (i.e., taking a product out of the
shelf). Findings of this study showed among others that users generally preferred
direct over indirect interaction, i.e., by asking “What is your price?” instead of
“What is the price of this camera?” which encouraged us to pursue this approach.

Previous studies have shown that interacting with embodied conversational agents
that have consistent personalities is not only more fun but also lets users perceive
such agents as more useful than agents without (consistent) personalities [42, 20].
It is further shown that the speech of a consistent personality enables the listener to
memorize spoken contents easier and moreover reduces the overall cognitive load
[23, 42]. Thus we emphasized the anthropomorphic aspect of this interaction pattern
by assigning personalites to products, which are reflected by the spoken responses
of a product.
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Product manufacturers benefit as well, since the personalization of the product
provides a new channel to communicate a brand image or distinct attributes of a
certain product. A study within the context of marketing research showed that if in
radio advertisements a voice fits the product, it helps the listener to remember the
brand, the product and claims for that product [44].

2.1 Modelling Personality in Voices

In a first step we created voices that reflect certain personalities according to Aaker’s
brand personality model [1] only by adjusting prosodic parameters. We chose this
model over the (rather similar) five factor model [37] commonly used in psychol-
ogy, since we are applying the concept of talking objects in the shopping domain.
However, both models are rather similar and to a certain extent exchangable.

We changed the four prosodic parameters pitch range (in semitones), pitch level
(in Hz), tempo (as a durational factor in ms), and intensity (soft, modal, or loud
as in [57]) according to our literature review [55]. For example, a competent voice
has a higher pitch range (8 semitones), a lower pitch level (–30%), a 30% higher
tempo, and a loud intesity compared to the baseline voice. In [55] we also evalu-
ated whether it is possible to model different personalities with the same voice by
adjusting these prosodic parameters, such that listeners will recognize the intended
personality dimension. The study has shown that there are clear preferences for our
prosody-modeled speech synthesis for certain brand personality dimensions. But
not all personality dimensions were perfectly perceived as intended, such that we
have to amplify the effect.

Personality is certainly not only expressed in qualitative attributes of a voice,
other properties of a speech dialogue are also essential, like the used vocabulary
or the general discussion behavior. For this reason we created a dialogue shell that
incorporates these aspects.

2.2 Expressing Personality in Dialogues

The widely adopted personality model by Costa and McRae [37] constitutes five
dimensions of human personality: Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientousness,
Neuroticism, and Openness on a scale from 0 to 100. Obviously, differentiating 100
levels in a dimension is far too much for our goals, therefore we simplified this
model by discriminating three levels in each dimension:

• low: value between 1 and 44 (31% of population)
• average: values between 45 and 55 (38% of population)
• high: values between 56 and 100 (31% of population)

Related work, e.g., by Andre et al. [2] limited their personality modeling to only
two of the five dimensions, namely extraversion and agreeableness, since these are
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the most important factors in interpersonal communication. Nevertheless, we dis-
covered considerable influences of openness and conscientousness to speech, there-
fore we incorporated these two dimensions as well. The effect of the dimension
neuroticism is mainly to describe the level of susceptibility to strong emotions, both
positive and negative ones [17]. It is further shown that the level of neuroticism
is very hard to determine in an observed person [26]; thus we decided that four
dimensions will suffice for our work.

We conducted an exhaustive literature review on how speech reveals different
personality characteristics. Among numerous other resources, two recent research
papers provided essential contributions to our work: Pennebaker and King’s analysis
in Journals of Personality and Social Psychology [48] and Nowson’s The Language
of Weblogs: A Study of Genre and Individual Differences [45]. In both studies a large
number of text blocks were examined with an application called Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count1 (LIWC), which analyzes text passages word by word, compar-
ing them with an internal dictionary. This dictionary is divided into 70 hierarchical
dimensions, including grammatical categories (e.g., noun, verb) or affective and
emotional processes. Pennebaker determined in a study the 15 most reliable dimen-
sions and searched for them in diary entries of test persons with LIWC. With these
results together with the given personality profiles of the probands (according to the
five factor model), he identified correlations between the two. Nowson performed a
similar study and searched through weblogs for the same LIWC factors.

Based on these results, we provided a set of recommendations on how responses
of a talking object with a given personality should be phrased. For instance, for a
high level of extraversion these recommendations are given:

• Prefered bigrams: a bit, a couple, other than, able to, want to, looking forward,
and similar ones.

• Frequent use of terms from a social context or describing positive emotions
• Avoidance of maybe, perhaps, and extensive usage of numbers
• Usage of colloquial phrases, based on verbs, adverbs, and pronouns
• Comparably more elaborate replies

Following these principles we implemented basic product responses (greetings,
inquiries for product attributes, farewell) for several personalities. All possible
replies of our dialogue shell are stored in one XML-file, which we named the
Anthropomorphic Fundamental Base Grammar. All entries include an associated
personality profile, for example:

<r e p l y
que ry =” h e l l o ”
r e p l y =” Hel lo , n i c e t o meet you ! ”
ag=” 1 ” co=” 2 ” ex=” 1 ” op=” 1 ”>

<\ r e p l y>

1 http://www.liwc.net/
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which means that this is the greeting of a product with average agreeableness,
extraversion, and openness and a high value in conscientousness. Another example:

<r e p l y
que ry =” h e l l o ”
r e p l y =” Hi ! I ’m s u r e I can h e l p you ! J u s t t e l l me

what you need and I b e t we can f i g u r e
some th ing o u t ! ”

ag=” 2 ” co=” 2 ” ex=” 2 ” op=” 2 ”>
<\ r e p l y>

All entries that do not regard any particular personality should have average per-
sonality values in all dimensions.

A central product database with all products and their attributes is extended by
the assigned personality profile, i.e., the values in each of the four dimensions. When
the application starts up, the dialogue shell retrieves the product data of each prod-
uct instance and extracts the appropriate entries from the base grammar to build
the custom product grammar. If there are no entries that exactly match the given
profile, the one that has the most identical values will be chosen. This dialogue shell
generates a consistent speech interface to a product by knowing its attributes and a
given personality profile, for instance preset by the manufacturer.

3 Mobile ShopAssist

The Mobile ShopAssist (MSA) is a platform originally designed to demonstrate a
wide range of different multimodal interaction possibilities in everyday contexts,
and particularly those contexts in which a user is mobile [61]. Created for use in
mobile and ubiquitous environments, the ShopAssist application allows shoppers,
accompanied by a PDA, to enquire about product features and to compare different
products with one another. This is achieved through the use of input modalities like
speech, handwriting, and selection gestures. Figure 1 shows the ShopAssist appli-
cation in use during field studies conducted at Conrad Electronic in Saarbrücken.

Since its conception, the MSA has become a test bed for a number of research
focuses including mobile multimodal interaction, on- and off-device input recog-
nition, on- and off-device presentation output planning, anthropomorphisation, and
public associated displays. The architecture of the platform, as implemented for
demonstration of mobile multimodal interaction, can be seen in Fig. 2.

Multimodal interaction refers to “the means for a user to interact with an appli-
cation using more than one mode of interaction” [60]. Such interaction might occur
sequentially or simultaneously in time, and may also contain semantically over-
lapped information in which certain semantic constituents (such as a shopping prod-
uct’s price) is provided multiple times by similar or different modalities (such as
speech and handwriting).
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Fig. 1 Mobile ShopAssist interaction, as used during field studies at Contrad Electronic in
Saabrücken

Fig. 2 The MSA architecture showing the data flow between different components

The MSA supports an Always Best Connected (ABC) methodology such that
interaction components located in a publicly instrumented environment, for exam-
ple, distributed speech recognizers and gesture recognizers, can be made accessible
to a user for the purpose of enhanced application functionality like improved recog-
nition accuracy and support for larger vocabularies. This adaptation to available
resources (i.e., recognition results from multiple recognizers) has been made possi-
ble through results from field studies that were conducted to determine correlations
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between recognizer confidence and recognition accuracy. The benefit of such corre-
lations is that they allow for recognizers that inherently process signals differently
(e.g., speech and handwriting) to have their results compared with one another.
This also applies to same-type recognizers (e.g., server-side and embedded speech
engines) in which confidence values are generally based on entirely different factors
like acoustic models, grammars, and associated computing power.

Similar to the recognition of user input, output presentation planning in the MSA
is also resource-adaptive. In particular, user parameters from UbisWorld (e.g., age,
gender, and modality preference) as well as context parameters (e.g., spoken dia-
logue tempo, SNR, ambient light level, and number of surrounding people) are used
to determine particular system reactions. Typical reactions of the system are for
example the display duration of textual output, the format and tempo of speech
output, and whether output is to be presented on-device or off-device (i.e., on the
mobile PDA, or on devices located in the surrounding instrumented environment).

4 Product Associated Displays

PADs (Product Associated Displays) are projected virtual displays which are created
at locations that can intuitively be associated with the products the user is currently
interacting with. Instead of displaying product information on a stationary screen,
which can be installed, e.g., beside the product shelf, and which the user might not
be aware of because of the spatial distance to the product, a projected PAD presents
the relevant product information in the gap left in the shelf when the product is
taken out of it. As in the process of taking a product, its former location in the shelf
remains in the user’s peripheral view, a PAD that occurs there immediately after
the action is very likely to catch the user’s attention. In this way, a spatial mapping
between the physical location and the displayed information is established and a
relationship between the product and the corresponding information on the PAD
arises automatically.

In our shopping scenario, PADs are projected using the Fluid Beam system [59].
Its hardware part consists of an LCD projector and a digital camera placed in a
moving yoke in which they can be rotated horizontally (pan) and vertically (tilt). In
this way, the projector beam can be directed at almost any surface in the room. In
order to avoid image distortion due to oblique projection, the Fluid Beam software
implements a method described in [49]. It is based on the fact that projection is
a geometrical inversion of the process of taking a picture given that the camera
and the projector have the same optical parameters and the same position and ori-
entation. The implementation of this approach requires an exact 3D model of the
environment, in which the projector is replaced by a virtual camera. By synchroniz-
ing the movements of the steerable projector in the physical environment and the
virtual camera in the 3D model, the image delivered by the virtual camera appears
undistorted when it is projected in the physical environment. Thus virtual displays
showing images, videos, or video streams can be placed in the 3D model and they
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are projected at the corresponding locations in the physical world when the virtual
camera (and respectively the steerable projector) is directed at them. In this way, a
sort of virtual layer is created that covers the surfaces of the physical environment,
on which projected virtual displays can be placed and moved.

Fig. 3 Product associated display

The event of taking a product out of a shelf or putting it back is recognized by
means of passive RFID tags attached to the products and an RFID antenna placed
behind the shelf. If the user takes out a product, this action is recognized by the
system and a corresponding event is generated and sent to an Event Heap [29]. The
Mobile ShopAssist [63] receives the event from the heap and sends a command to
the steerable projector to display a PAD at the appropriate location showing a picture
of the removed product and its name (see Fig. 3a). After that, the user is given the
opportunity to ask for additional information about the product (e.g., price) using
speech, handwriting, or intra-gestures on his or her PDA (see Sect. 3). The answer
to the user’s request can then be displayed on the PAD if this is allowed by the user’s
preference settings (see Fig. 3b).

5 Personalized Ambient Soundscape Notification

In most instrumented environments the visual sense is the primarily used of all
human senses. Usually, audio signals are limited to simple warning cues and system
feedbacks that are in most cases intrusive because of their dissimilarity compared
to the environmental noise. That has the effect that persons present in the room will
be distracted from their current tasks. To prevent the disturbing effect of traditional
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notification signals we developed the novel concept of non-speech audio notification
embedded in ambient soundscapes to provide a method for multi-user notification
in a more discreet and non-disturbing way.

5.1 Introduction to Ambient Audio Notification

In 1978, English musician Brian Eno coined the term ambience in combination
with music in the notes to his longplayer Ambient 1: Music For Airports. This type
of music has a calming effect and can be listened to either actively, that means
the focus of attention lies on the music, or it can be listened to peripherally without
paying attention to the music. This effect is also known as the auditive figure-ground
phenomenon which decribes human’s ability to pay attention to an auditory stream
(figure) while at the same time any other sound is listened to peripherally (ground)
[10]. Already in the year 1953, Colin Cherry described this effect in his famous
“cocktail party” experiment when he found out that the auditive perception is asso-
ciated with the attention of a person [16]. The allocation of the limited resource
attention depends on a variety of factors like the stimuli that act on the person and
his current mental and social conditions [21].

Perception of auditive signals can be divided into the physiological phenomenon
of hearing and the semantic sound processing which leads to the personal inter-
pretation of the signal, influenced by the experiences of each individual listener.
The intensity and complexity of environmental noises influence whether we per-
ceive a single sound or whether it is masked which depends on multiple factors like
loudness and the frequency of the noises. Traditional audio notification signals are
mostly stand-alone cues that attract the attention of everybody in a room because
they are not integrated into the natural sound environment [46]. That works fine for
high-priority notifications (e.g., fire alarm), but often a more personal and discreet
notification is desirable.

We had two main goals for the design of our notification signals. On the one hand
we want to seamlessly integrate the notification signal into background music with-
out arousing the attention of other people, but on the other hand the target person
must become aware of the signal.

Auditory experiences can be permanently extended and trained [3]. We use this
fact to make the listener more sensible to his specific auditory signals that we use
for attracting his attention. These audio cues are used to provide the listener with
information that he links with the specific auditory signal. The user can choose
which sound he wants to link with which information, so we get an individual and
personalized notification that respects the user’s preferences.

Since only the user knows which sound he selected for which information, this
type of notification also slightly fulfills the privacy aspect.

5.2 Ambient Soundscapes and Audio Notification Cues

The main problem with traditional stand-alone notification signals is the distraction
of other present persons, especially in multi-user environments. Indeed, popular
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non-speech audio cues like earcons [6] and auditory icons [11, 14] can provide
a perceptible type of notification but they are also separated from environmental
noise.

To introduce more privacy and confidentiality, we decided to integrate notifi-
cation instruments with respect to the musical compositions seamlessly into back-
ground music, the ambient soundscape, which serves as the musical envelope [13].
Instead of attracting the listener’s attention, the soundscape should have a calming
and mood influencing effect (see also [4, 35]).

To reach this goal we composed and recorded three ambient soundscapes and
suitable notification instruments by ourselves. We took some perceptual constraints
such as the auditive Gestalt laws and several studies dealing with musical perception
into consideration as described in [15, 51, 52, 19]. Table 1 gives a brief overview
of the emotional impact of compositional parametes on the listener’s mood. In our
shopping scenario, the ambient soundscapes create a more friendly atmosphere for
consumers.

Table 1 Categorization of musical parameters, including range and emotional impact [12]

Category Parameter Range Emotional impact

Time Speed fast – slow pleasant – calm
Phrasing staccato – legato lively – gently
Rhythm firm – smooth serious – dreamy
Dynamic cresc. – decresc. animated – relax
Meter even – odd dignified – restless

Pitch Mode major – minor bright – plaintive
Frequency high – low exciting – sad
Melody ascending – descending dignified – serene
Note Range ≥octave – ≤octave brilliant – mournful
Harmony consonant – dissonant serene – ominous

Texture Volume forte – piano animated – delicate
Orchestration instrumentation majestic – grotesque

In the second phase we add notification instruments to the ambient basic sound-
scape and play them with slightly increased volume at the current position of the
task person by using an indoor positioning system [58] and a spatial audio frame-
work [54]. The Always Best Positioned (ABP) mobile localization system called
LORIOT uses RFID technology in combination with infrared beacons to find out
what the user’s current position is. The calculation is done on the PDA by using
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN’s) [8]. More information about the position-
ing system can be found in the chapter “Seamless Resource-Adaptive Navigation”
of this book. SAFIR (Spatial Audio Framework for Instrumented Rooms) is used
to play the audio cues at the loudspeaker that is the nearest to the target person’s
postition.

Since the notification instruments will be seamlessly integrated in the ambient
soundscape this has the effect that an occurring notification could be perceived after
a while. To prevent the effect of ignoring a notification, we also provide a hierarchy
of notification signals that are grouped by “level of intrusiveness” [33], depending
on the importance of the occurring event.
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1. High-Priority
Signals: Arousing Noises (e.g., beep, siren, and bell).
Immediate and intrusive notification which is independent of the current compo-
sitional context.

2. Medium-Priority
Signals: Ambient Noises (e.g., birds, rain, water- and wind noises).
Immediate and context independent, but still an ambient notification with natural
sounds.

3. Low-Priority
Signals: Notification Instruments (e.g., drums, cymbals, guitar, piano, and
violin).
Seamless integration of melodic patterns, played by natural instruments, into the
ambient soundscape (compositional-context-awareness).

The user can choose a soundscape that matches his personal preferred music
style and an instrument or ambient noise that he can easily recognize. His personal
preferences can be stored in his user profile of UbisWorld, a user model ontology
[28] that is also described in this chapter. The profile information can be accessed
by the notification system via http request.

The effectiveness of the peripheral perception was successfully tested in a user
study with 25 persons [30] where we especially checked whether the users percept
the notification instruments and the elapsed time to recognize the notification (delay
time). The study was subdivided into a computer-based test and a questionnaire to
get a subjective and personal feedback of the participants’ opinion about the sound-
scapes and this new concept of notification.

5.3 Applications and Shopping Scenario

The Personal Ambient Audio Notification service (PAAN) handles an audio server,
the data exchange to UbisWorld, the indoor positioning system (LORIOT), and the
spatial audio system (SAFIR). Figure 4 shows the hardware that we use for PAAN.
The audio hardware includes Hi Fi amplifiers and loudspeakers that are connected
to a multi-channel soundcard. For a scenario where the user changes his position,
we use the Always Best Positioned system LORIOT that uses a PDA equipped with
wireless LAN and an RFID reader card, active RFID tags that are mounted on the
ceiling of the room and optional infrared beacons mounted at shelves or walls.

In our shopping scenario, the ambient soundscape can be selected by an employee
of the wine store by browsing available soundscapes in the web interface on his
computer. The soundscapes are stored on an audio server and managed by an
audio database. Search queries for the audio database can include the name of the
soundscape or GEKOS2-keywords that describe each soundscape by its composi-
tional elements. Employees of the store can change their personal audio notification

2 GEKOS: Genre, Expression, Key, Orchestration, Signature
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Fig. 4 Audio- and positioning hardware requirements for PAAN

instrument by updating their UbisWorld account. The IP address of the user’s PDA
can also be specified and exported in an XML file which can be accessed by PAAN
via http request to route an event notification to the appropriate task person [31].

Figure 5 shows an audio sequence of a possible shopping scenario with two
selected Notification Instruments (NI 1, NI 2) assigned to two employees, an Ambi-
ent Noise (AmN) for group notification and an Arousing Noise (ArN) for high-
priority notification. The notification service reacts to relevant events (Ei ) by mixing
the adequate notification in the playing soundscape at the right time [32].

The Ambient Soundscape (AS) starts automatically when a registered user,
namely an employee, enters the instrumented area of the shop with his PDA (E0(t1)).

Fig. 5 Audio sequence example
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The preselected notification signals that are assigned to authorized users are in
stand-by mode (muted).

Assume a consumer who enters the wine department of a supermarket with the
intention of purchasing a French red wine while at the same time the employees
are out of sight and do not notice the appearance of the potential consumer. After
his arrival, the customer (E1(t2)) can be detected for example by the instrumented
shopping cart [56] or a location-aware PDA [58]. The notification system determines
the salesman’s current position by checking the positioning coordinates of his PDA,
matches them to the nearest loudspeaker and informs him about the presence of a
person by starting to play his personal notification instrument (NI 1) with slightly
increased volume at his position. The salesman notices that his instrument (e.g.,
piano) starts playing in the soundscape and that this is the appointed signal for a
potential consumer in the wine department. Back in the wine area, it turns out that
he cannot satisfy the consumer’s wish because he is looking for a specific red wine
and needs the advice of a wine specialist focused on French red wines. Thereupon,
the salesman calls the specialist by starting NI 2 (e.g., drums), which is the signal
for the French wine specialist to come to the wine department (E2(t3)). After whose
arrival, the salesman and the specialist stop their notification instruments by press-
ing a GUI button on their PDAs (E3(t4), E4(t5)). The instruments leave the music
seamlessly and only the basic soundscape is still playing. Event E5(t6) describes a
similar scenario where the salesman receives a call to come to the department where
he stops the notification after his work is done.

Event E7(t8) is an example for group notification and could occur if the head
of the wine department wants to call his colleagues for a meeting by sending an
email to the department’s mail account. The Ambient E-Mail Notification system
(AEMN) periodically checks the mail server for incoming messages and filters them
for predefined keywords. The important announcement email triggers an event with
the corresponding group notification signal in the form of an ambient water noise
(AmN) which immediately starts playing in the whole department. Unfortunately,
not every staff member noticed the ambient notification after a while, so AEMN
sets the level of intrusiveness to the highest level and starts playing an additional
Arousing Noise (ArN), e.g., a beep sound (E8(t9)). After the arrival of the remain-
ing employees, the two notification sounds were stopped on the PDA or on the
department’s desktop PC at time t10.

The introduced personalized ambient notification is an effective and non-intrusive
concept to provide users with information location-aware and under low-privacy
aspects.

Now, music is no longer a pure emotion mediator, but rather contain emotion and
content, whereby the sum of these two factors results in the information content of
the music.

6 Virtual Room Inhabitant

The Virtual Room Inhabitant (VRI) is a virtual character capable of guiding and
following a user throughout physical spaces. The main purpose of the VRI in our
shopping scenario is to welcome the user when entering the shopping area and
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to guide the user to a particular shelf within the room. Unlike traditional virtual
characters, the VRI is not limited to the narrow boundaries of a display or a fixed
projection. Instead, the VRI is free to move along arbitrary surfaces in its surround-
ings and to appear at any location that will allow for a projection. From a technical
point of view, the VRI utilizes a steerable projector (as described in Sect. 4) and a
spatial audio system (see Sect. 2). This combination allows to visually locate the
VRI within physical spaces and to locate the origin of the characters voice at the
same location, hence conveying the impression of the character actually standing at
that location.

In order to allow the VRI to follow the user throughout the room, it is neces-
sary to sense the users location and to react to the users movements accordingly.
The position is acquired using a positioning technology based on PDA localiza-
tion. The position is determined by using a combined system of active RFID tags
and infrared beacons. Since the infrared beacon technology demands a direct line
of sight between sender and receiver, we also get a rough estimate of the users
orientation (the details of the indoor positioning system are described in [9]). The
positioning information is stored on the so-called Event Heap which implements a
blackboard architecture and allows clients to post and retrieve data by signing in to
particular information channels. The character engine which constitutes the central
part of the VRI registers itself to the positioning information channel on the Event
Heap. If the user enters a particular region in the shop, the situation is recognized
by the character engine. In order to start the VRI, the character needs to get access
to the necessary hardware. Therefore, it posts a request to the presentation man-
ager which, in combination with a device manager, grants access to all registered
devices (see Fig. 6 for details). Each device in our hardware set up has to register
itself and services it offers at the device manager. The presentation manager han-
dles all device requests from concurrently running applications in the environment.
The presentation manager decides, whether a particular user may access a device or

Fig. 6 The system components of the Virtual Room Inhabitant
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Fig. 7 The initialization sequence for the Virtual Room Inhabitant

whether the request is denied or delayed. The remote access mechanism is realized
with Java Remote Method Invocation3 objects, which allow arbitrary applications to
control remote devices as if they were locally connected. The whole device access
mechanism is depicted in Fig. 7. The character engine consists of two parts, namely
the character engine server (CE-server) written in Java and the character anima-
tion, which was realized with Macromedia Flash MX.4 These two components
are connected via an XML-Socket-Connection. The CE-server controls the Flash
animation by sending XML commands/scripts. The Flash animation also uses the
XML-Socket-Connection to send updates on the current state of the animation to the
CE-server (i.e., whenever a part of an animation is started/finished). The character
animation itself consists of ∼9,000 still images rendered with Discreet 3D Studio
Max5 which were transformed into Flash animations. To cope with the immense use
of system memory, while running such a huge Flash animation, we divided the ani-
mation into 17 subparts. While the first consists of default and idle animations, the
remaining sixteen are combinations of character gestures, like for example, shake,
nod, and look behind. Each animation includes a lip movement loop, so that we are
able to let the character talk in almost any position or while performing an arbitrary
gesture. We have a toplevel movie to control these movie parts. Initially, we load
the default movie (i.e., when we start the character engine). Whenever we have
a demand for a certain gesture (or a sequence of gestures), the CE-server sends
the corresponding XML script to the toplevel Flash movie which than sequentially

3 http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/rmi/
4 http://www.macromedia.com/software/flash/
5 http://www4.discreet.com/3dsmax/
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loads the corresponding gesture movies. The following is a short example of an
XML script for the character engine:

<VRI-script>
<script>

<part>gesture=LookFrontal sound=welcome1.mp3</part>
<part>gesture=Hips sound=welcome2.mp3</part>
<part>gesture=swirl sound=swirlsound</part>

</script>
<script>

<part>gesture=LookFrontal sound=cart.mp3</part>
<part>gesture=PointDownLeft sound=cart2.mp3</part>
<part>gesture=swirl sound=swirlsound</part>

</script>
<script>

<part>gesture=PointLeft sound=panel.mp3</part>
<part>gesture=swirl sound=swirlsound</part>

</script>
</VRI-script>

Each script part is enclosed by a script tag. After a script part was successfully
performed by the VRI animation, the CE-server initiates the next step (i.e., move
the character to another physical location by moving the steerable projector and
repositioning the voice of the character on the spatial audio system, or instruct the
VRI animation to perform the next presentation part). In order to guarantee a smooth
character animation, we defined certain frames in the default animation as possible
exit points. On these frames, the character is in exactly the same position as on
each initial frame of the gesture animations. Each gesture animation also has an exit
frame. As soon as this frame is reached, we unload the gesture animation, to free
the memory, and instead continue with the default movie or we load another gesture
movie, depending on the active XML script.

In addition to its animation control function, the CE-server also controls the spa-
tial audio device, the steerable projector, and the antidistortion software. The two
devices, together with the antidistortion software are synchronized by commands
generated by the CE-server, in order to allow the character to appear at any position
along the walls of the room, and to allow the origin of the character’s voice to be
exactly where the character’s visual representation is.

Presentations are triggered by the user’s movements. As soon as a user enters
the instrumented room, the CE-server recognizes the relevant information on the
Event Heap. On the next step, the CE-server requests access to the devices needed
for the VRI. Given access to these devices is granted by the presentation manager
(otherwise the server repeats the request after a while), the CE-server generates
a virtual display on the antidistortion software and starts a screen capture stream,
capturing the character animation, which is then mapped on the virtual display. It
also moves the steerable projector and the spatial audio source to an initial position.

As a final step, the CE-server sends an XML script to the character animation,
which will result in a combination of several gestures, performed by the character
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Fig. 8 The Virtual Room Inhabitant in action

while playing synchronized mp3 files (synthesized speech) over the spatial audio
device. The whole initialization process is indicated in Fig. 7.

The main purpose of the VRI is to guide the user while exploring a shop; how-
ever, it may also perform references to physical objects, for example, to help the
user to locate a particular product. In the example in Fig. 8, the VRI is standing
between a wall-mounted display and a product shelf. At this location it may point
both at objects on the screen as well as on products in the shelf.

7 Live Acquisition of User Profile Data from Speech

As of today, the most common case in modeling shop visitors is that no predefined
information is available about the individual subject, possibly because it is their first
visit to that specific shop, or it could be that they did not spend the time creating a
profile yet. But even if the visitor does have a user profile provided to the shop by
a compatible service such as UbisWorld (see Sect. 8), he may not be immediately
authenticated to the system when he enters the shop, be it for privacy reasons or just
because he just does not see the necessity yet. It resembles a behavior that is well
known from the web, where users often do not log into websites unless a privileged
action requires them to do so.
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There are a number of advantages with having more information about the visitor.
First and foremost, more profile data allow for a more personalized experience.
However, requiring the user to enter some minimal information manually, which is
certainly an option, carries the risk of lowering the overall customer satisfaction, as
having to fill out a form (e.g., on a mobile device) is at least time-consuming. For
some types of visitors such as elderly people, it may be even more inconvenient and
more likely a reason to avoid such a shop or completely refrain from using its digital
services.

Instead, in this case where no previous knowledge about the visitor is present,
it is desirable that all available sources of user characteristics that do not require
direct interaction of the person be utilized to draw as many conclusions as possible
in order to bootstrap a user profile. Speech is one such source. For this purpose, a
set of speech-based classifiers have been developed in the AGENDER project, which
can classify the age, gender, and language of a speaker with relatively high accuracy.

A person’s recorded voice contains a lot of information about the speaker. Lit-
erature studies conducted by Müller [40, p. 43] suggested that voices do not only
differ between the genders and between different ages, but that also a gender-specific
vocal aging can be witnessed. The information is conveyed in prosodic features such
as pitch, jitter, intensity, shimmer, and harmonics-to-noise ratio. Using methods
from signal processing implemented in the tool Praat,6 common statistics based on
these features (e.g., mean and standard deviation) were extracted on large corpora
of labeled speakers such as Timit [24] and BAS7 [53]. A Gaussian probability distri-
bution analysis performed on the extracted data revealed the subgroups of features
that were most promising in being a discriminator for certain classes. In subsequent
tests, it also became apparent that some classes, including those spanning different
speaker properties, could be grouped to form a single combined class that resulted
in a better overall performance for a specific feature set. For example, one classi-
fier discriminates between the three classes “children,” “female adults,” and “male
adults or seniors.”

Based on these features, classifiers for each of the combined classes were trained
using different machine learning algorithms. Most of them were from the WEKA8

machine learning toolset. The current implementation uses a fast Gaussian Mixture
Model for classification. The results from multiple classifiers extracted on a “first
layer” can be combined on a “second layer” using a Dynamic Bayesian Network
such as the one depicted in Fig. 9 [7]. This method can also be used to exploit the
aforementioned fact of gender-dependant vocal aging by modeling the probability of
a gender-specific age classifier as dependant on the probability output of the gender
classifier. This improves performance because currently, gender can be classified
with a much higher accuracy than age on unfiltered data. Additionally, the aspect of
time is incorporated into the network when multiple utterances of the same speaker

6 http://www.praat.org
7 Bayerisches Archiv für Sprachsignale
8 Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
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Fig. 9 A Bayesian Network which is part of the second layer in AGENDER is being evaluated with
the application Hugin Researcher

are considered, so that the final probability should converge and reduce classification
errors.

While there are no technical limitations relating to the number of age classes,
only classification modules with two, three, and four age classes have been evalu-
ated until now, with the four-class-classifier discriminating children (0–13 years),
teenagers (14–19 years), young adults (20–64), and seniors (65+). One reason for
this choice lies in the vocal significance of the chosen age borders. Another reason
is the fact that with an increasing number of classes, it is considerably harder to
come by an adequate amount of training material for each class. Table 2 shows the
covariance matrix for an eight-class-scenario (combining age and gender, e.g., Cf =
Children female). The average accuracy in that case is 63.5%.

For language, a different approach had been taken because prosodic features do
not convey sufficient information for accurate language classification. The idea of a

Table 2 Confusion matrix for the 8-class-problem with an ANN. The total accuracy is 63.5% with
a chance level of 12.5%. The diagonal axis is given bold

8-class-problem total accuracy 63.5%
Cf Cm Yf Ym Af Am Sf Sm

Cf 76.09 4.07 13.6 5.06 0.54 0.05 0.44 0.15
Cm 54.25 12.37 12.52 15.51 1.13 0.25 3.78 0.2
Yf 54.15 2.41 27.44 13.16 1.28 0.1 1.37 0.1
Ym 20.08 3.98 6.33 59.25 1.03 1.13 4.96 3.24
Af 0.25 0 0.2 0.54 84.73 3.44 6.92 3.93
Am 0 0 0 0.74 3.53 87.87 1.57 6.28
Sf 0.59 1.13 0.15 2.5 3.78 0.93 77.07 13.84
Sm 0 0.05 0 1.67 1.18 1.47 12.47 83.16
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phonotactics model in combination with a pseudo-syllable model first sketched in
[41] has since been developed and extended. A large corpus containing speech sam-
ples in all languages to be considered was used to form the background model for
the language classification problem. Then, a variable number of MFCC-based vec-
tor quantization front-ends were trained with the HTK9 toolset on the background
model or parts of it. Each of these front-ends is trained with different parameters
and/or different speaker classes and can output a sequence of subphonemes (thus
works as a segmenter, similar to a phoneme recognizer). From the output of the
front-ends, n-grams were computed with n = 1, 2, and 3. In order to reduce the
size of the models, only the statistically most significant n-grams were used, e.g.
only 20% of the trigrams, but 100% of the unigrams. The actual feature used in the
classifier is the relative count of the individual n-grams. Through experiments, the
best front-ends were selected. Using all data of the background model, a normaliza-
tion model was computed, with rank normalization providing the best results. For
each language, the Support Vector Machine SVM-Light10 was trained with a fixed
training set using the corresponding (normalized) feature vector. The distribution of
classes can be chosen freely. In a last step, using a test set, each of the classifiers
was evaluated separately with different decision thresholds, which modify the out-
put score, to minimize the mean error. The best-performing decision threshold was
applied to the result of the final classifier. Decision thresholds can also be manu-
ally adjusted to improve the overall performance in scenarios where classes are not
equally distributed.

The classifiers are implemented in a high-performance C++ library, which can
be trained and configured at design-time to include any number of classifiers for
the required classes. Using a tool named SBC Development Platform, these classi-
fiers are compiled into so-called “embedded classification modules,” which consist
of mostly binary code that represents the classifier. There is also the option for
including post-processing layers such as a Bayesian Network in these modules. This
approach has already been successfully applied for gender-dependant recognition of
age and is described in [40, p. 181].

With these classification utilities at hand, the next step to an application scenario
is to identify a source from which speech will be taken and a suitable setup for
the classification engine. In the shopping scenario, this could be a voice-controlled
mobile application on a PDA like the ShopAssist (see Sect. 3) that guides the user
through the shop and provides interaction with virtual item listings and actual prod-
ucts in a shelf. The input features that are used to classify the user are the utterances
which make up the voice commands given to the ShopAssist. Using the same speech
samples for classification is straightforward as it requires no additional effort on the
user’s side. An alternative to the PDA would be a device built into the shopping
basket or a stationary microphone installed at a shop shelf facilitating communi-
cation with “Talking Products” (see Sect. 2). Also, a conversation with the Virtual

9 Hidden Markov Model Toolkit, http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk
10 http://svmlight.joachims.org
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Room Inhabitant (see Sect. 6) character could be used. In another typical scenario
for AGENDER, which is automatic call forwarding in a call-center [22, p. 133], the
voice recorded in an initial speech prompt serves as the classification input. It should
be stressed that in a concrete situation, the input can be used at any time and in any
order, or it may not be present at all. It is also possible to use multiple input sources
if available. While there is the possibility to run most parts of Agender on a mobile
device, a client/server-based approach where there is a single server handling all
classification requests for all users is favored in scenarios that support it, because it
will usually result in lower classification times. In the shopping scenario, the shop
could set up a server running AGENDER and stream voice data used to interact with
the ShopAssist from the PDA over wireless LAN or Bluetooth to that server.

While it does not lie within the domain of AGENDER how the obtained informa-
tion is used, one common application that is also referred to in the shopping scenario
from the beginning is user adaptation. By creating or updating a user profile, smart
services consulted by the same user may be adjusted to the user’s characteristics.
For example, the virtual character may be chosen from the same age group as the
speaker and answer in the correct language. For elderly people, it may be a good idea
to reduce the rate of speech for easier understanding, which applies to the “Talking
Products” as well. Another common scenario is to adapt the choice of products sug-
gested to the user in other applications or advertisements to match the user’s demo-
graphics, or even exert influence on the path created by indoor navigation systems
that are part of the shopping experience. Adapting applications should not rely on
the classification to be as reliable as information entered by the user himself, and –
depending on the way the input is acquired – should provide fallback solutions
if some information is not present, e.g., because the user did not provide any
speech yet.

8 Ubiquitous User Modeling with UbisWorld

In order to realize user modeling for intelligent environment and ubiquitous com-
puting as indicated by this future shopping scenario, the concept of ubiquitous user
modeling has been proposed in [27]. This concept contains a RDF-based general
user model ontology GUMO and a context markup language UserML that lay
the foundation for inter-operability using Semantic Web technology. GUMO and
UserML enable decentralized systems to communicate over user models as well as
situational and contextual factors. The idea is to spread the information among all
adaptive systems, either with a mobile device or via ubiquitous networks. UserML
statements can be arranged and stored in distributed repositories in XML, RDF,
or SQL. Each mobile and stationary device has an own repository of situational
statements, either local or global, dependent on the network accessability. A mobile
device can perfectly be integrated via wireless lan or bluetooth into the intelligent
environment, while a stationary device could be isolated without network access.
The different applications or agents produce or use UserML statements to represent
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the user model information. UserML forms the syntactic description in the knowl-
edge exchange process. Each concept like the user model auxiliary “has Property”
and the user model dimension timePressure points to a semantical definition of this
concept which is either defined in the general user model ontology GUMO, the
UbisWorld ontology, which is specialized for ubiquitous computing, or the general
SUMO/MILO ontology. Figure 10 shows Basic User Dimensions in the GUMO
ontology.

GUMO collects the user’s dimensions that are modeled within user-adaptive sys-
tems like the user’s age, the user’s current position, the user’s birthplace, or the
user’s gender. In the GUMO ontology, long-term user model dimensions are catego-
rized as demographics. Ontologies provide a shared and common understanding of
a domain that can be communicated between people and heterogeneous and widely
spread application systems. Since ontologies have been developed and investigated
in artificial intelligence to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse, they should form
the central point of interest for the task of exchanging situation models. Figure 11
shows an example of an ubiquitous user model in the UbisWorld.

Fig. 10 Selected basic user dimensions in the GUMO ontology
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Fig. 11 User model inspection and editing in UbisWorld

The web ontology language OWL has more facilities for expressing semantics.
OWL can be used to explicitly represent the meaning of terms in vocabularies and
the relationships between those terms. Thus, OWL is our choice for the repre-
sentation of user model and context dimension terms and their interrelationships.
This ontology should be available for all user-adaptive and context-aware systems
at the same time, which is perfectly possible via internet and wireless technol-
ogy. The major advantage would be the simplification for exchanging information
between different systems. The current problem of syntactical and structural differ-
ences between existing adaptive systems could be overcome with such a commonly
accepted ontology. UbisWorld (Fig. 8) enables users to annotate their user mod-
els with the GUMO ontology. UbisWorld represents persons, objects, locations as
well as times, events and their properties and features. UbisWorld could be under-
stood as a virtual colored blocks world where each color represents a different
category in the ontology. The main focus of this approach lays on research issues
of ubiquitous computing and user modeling. Apart from the representational fun-
tionality, UbisWorld can be used for simulation, inspection, and control of the real
world.
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9 Modeling Affect

The understanding of an users affective state surely enables new ways of how to
adapt to a users specific situation. This is especially important in sales scenarios,
where affect plays a major role. According to the current affective state of a person,
she/he decides whether to accept a specific offer. By extending the underlying user
model, respectively the ubis world ontology, by a fine grained model of affect more
adapted sales dialog will be possible.

The representation and real-time simulation of affect appraises a users actions in
the described scenario. As a result of this process possible short-term emotions and
long-term moods will be computed.

9.1 Affect Taxonomy

The affect classes of the ubis world ontology is designed to represent and simulate
affect types as they occur in human beings. As suggested by Krause [34] affect can
be distinguished by the eliciting cause, the influence on behavior, and its temporal
characteristics. Based on the temporal feature, we use the following taxonomy of
affect:

(1) Emotions reflect short-term affect that decays after a short period of time.
Emotions influence facial expressions, facial complexions (e.g., blush), and con-
versational gestures. (2) Moods reflect medium-term affect, which is generally not
related with a concrete event, action, or object. Moods are longer lasting affective
states, which have a great influence on humans’ cognitive functions [39, 18]. (3) Per-
sonality reflects long-term affect and individual differences in mental characteristics
[36].

As known by psychological research, those different types of affect naturally
interact with each other. Personality usually has a strong impact on the emotions’
intensities [5, 64]. The same applies to moods [18]. With our computational model
we want to simulate the interaction of the different affect types in order to achieve a
more consistent overall simulation of affect.

9.2 Affect Computation

Our work is based on the computational model of emotions (ALMA) described in
[25]. It implements the model of emotions developed by the psychologists Ortony,
Clores, and Collins (OCC model of emotions) [47] combined with the five factor
model of personality [18] and a simulation of mood, to bias the emotions’ inten-
sities. All five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agree-
ableness, and neuroticism) influence the intensities of the different emotion types.
We therefore adopted essential psychology research results on how personality influ-
ences emotions to achieve a more human-equivalent emotion simulation. Watson
and Clark [64] and Becker [5] have empirically shown that personality, described
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through the big-five traits, impacts the intensity of emotions. They discovered, e.g.,
that extravert people experience positive emotions more intensely than negative
emotions. In our computational model this is realized by the change of an emo-
tion’s basic intensity, the so-called emotion intensity bias. Note that, the intensity of
elicited emotions cannot be lower than the emotion intensity bias. When the person-
ality is defined by a graphical user interface one can directly observe the impact on
the emotions intensity bias, see Fig. 12.

Figure 12 consists of two screen shots showing the direct impact of the change
of the extravert personality trait on emotions’ intensity bias. In the example the
extravert trait value is increased by moving the slider to the right side. As a conse-
quence the basic emotion intensities of positive emotions increase. Note that not all
emotions are biased in the same way. This depends on the fact that personality traits
potentially bias emotion intensities at different strengths. Also the intensity biases
are influenced by a person’s current mood, see next section. The OCC cognitive
model of emotions is based on the concepts of appraisal and intensity. The individual
is said to make a cognitive appraisal of the current state of the world. Emotions are
defined as valenced reactions to events of concern to an individual, actions of those

Fig. 12 Impact of personality traits on emotion intensities
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she/he considers responsible for such actions and objects/persons. ALMA is able to
compute all 24 emotions that are defined by the OCC theory.

The employed computational model of moods is based on the psychological
model of mood (or temperament) proposed by Mehrabian [38]. Mehrabian describes
mood with the three traits pleasure (P), arousal (A), and dominance (D). Each
trait represents a specific mood component. Pleasure describes how much an indi-
vidual enjoys the actual situation. Arousal stands for the excitement of an indi-
vidual in the actual situation. Dominance describes to what extent an individual
controls the actual situation. The three traits are nearly independent, and form a
three-dimensional mood space. A PAD mood can be located in one of eight mood
octants. A mood octant stands for a discrete description for a mood: +P+A+D is
exuberant, −P−A−D is bored, +P+A−D is dependent, −P−A+D is disdainful,
+P−A+D is relaxed, −P+A−D is anxious, +P−A−D is docile, and −P+A+D is
hostile. Generally, a mood is represented by a point in the PDA space.

For a mood computation, it is essential to define a person’s default mood. A
mapping, empirically derived by Mehrabian [20], defines a relationship between the
big five personality traits and the PAD space. The big-five traits can be obtained by
a UbisWorld user profile. If they are not defined, a neutral mood will be assumed.

We define the mood strength by its distance to the PAD zero point. The maximum
distance is

√
3. This is divided into three equidistant sections that describe three

discrete mood intensities: slightly, moderate, and fully. Using the above mentioned
mapping and the mood strength definition, a person whose personality is defined by
the following big five personality traits: openness = 0.4, conscientiousness = 0.8,
extraversion = 0.6, agreeableness = 0.3, and neuroticism = 0.4 has the default
mood slightly relaxed (pleasure = 0.38, arousal =–0.08, dominance = 0.50).

An AffectMonitor, shown in Fig. 13, is used to visualize a person’s current mood
and mood changing emotions. The left side of the AffectMonitor shows all emotions
and their intensities. Newly elicited emotions are marked dark gray (red). The right
side shows a three-dimensional PDA mood cube displaying the current mood (the
highlighted octant stands for the discrete mood description, whereas the light gray
(yellow) ball reflects the actual mood) and all active emotions (dark gray (red) balls).
Below, the affective state, including the current dominant emotion, and the default
as well as the current mood, is displayed. The current mood also influences the
intensity of active emotions. The theory is that the current mood is related to per-
sonality values that interfere with a person’s personality values. Based on the current
mood, the most intense related personality trait is identified. The actual value of this
trait blends over the person’s original personality trait value and is used to regulate
the intensity of emotions. This increases, for example, the intensity bias of joy and
decreases the intensity bias of distress, when a person is in an exuberant mood.

9.2.1 Mood Changes

According to Morris [39, p. 24] conditions for mood changes can be divided into (a)
the onset of a mildly positive or negative event, (b) the offset of an emotion-inducing
event, (c) the recollection or imagining of an emotional experience, and (d) the
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Fig. 13 AffectMonitor visualizes a person’s mood and emotions

inhibition of an emotional response in the presence of an emotion-inducing event.
To keep the modeling of mood changes as lean as possible, we take elicited emotions
as the mood changing factor. In order to realize this, emotions must be somehow
related to a specific mood. While using the PAD space for modeling mood, it is
obvious to relate emotions to the PDA space too.

We rely on Mehrabian’s mapping of emotions into the PAD space [38]. However,
not all 24 emotion types of the OCC-Modell are covered by this mapping. For those
that lack a mapping, we provide the missing pleasure, arousal, and dominance values
by exploiting similarities to comparable emotion types [25].

Our approach to the human-like simulation of mood changes relies on a func-
tional approach. We concentrate on how the intensity of emotions influences the
change of the current mood. Moreover, we consider the aspect that the more expe-
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riences a person makes that support a specific mood, the more intense this person’s
mood gets. For example, if a person’s mood can be described as slightly anxious and
several events let the person experience the emotion fear, the person’s mood might
change to moderate or fully anxious.

9.2.2 Appraisal Based Affect Computation

In our cognitively inspired affect computation, the first step is to evaluate relevant
input by imitating a person’s own subjective appraisal of a current situation. The
situation is appraised according to two different concepts: (1) situational appraisal:
events, actions, and objects and (2) interaction appraisal. The appraisal is realized
by specific tags that relates to the appraisal concepts: (1) basic appraisal tags and (2)
act appraisal tags. All appraisal tags are defined in a person’s ubis world ontology.

Basic appraisal tags express how a person appraises the event, action, or object
in the current focus. There are 12 basic tags for appraising events, e.g., the tag
GoodEvent, which marks an event to be good according to the subjective view
of the one which does the appraisal. The other event tags are BadEvent, GoodE-
ventForBadOther, GoodEventForGoodOther, BadEventForGoodOther, BadEvent-
ForBadOther, GoodLikelyFutureEvent, GoodUnlikelyFutureEvent, BadLikelyFu-
tureEvent, BadUnlikelyFutureEvent, EventConfirmed, and EventDisconfirmed. For
appraising actions, there are four basic appraisal tags: GoodActSelf, BadActSelf,
GoodActOther, and BadActOther. And finally there are two basic tags for appraising
objects: NiceThing and NastyThing. All basic appraisal tags together are the basic
set of a high-level appraisal language which can be used for a subjective appraisal of
situations. These tags can be used to appraise dialog acts and other affective signals.
For each of these types the appraisal language provides specific tags: act appraisal
tags and affect display appraisal tags. Act appraisal tags represent the underlying
communicative intent of an utterance, e.g., tease or congratulate.

Generally, the output of the appraisal process is a set of emotion eliciting condi-
tions. Based on them active emotions are generated that in turn influence a person’s
mood. On the technical side, each person has their own ALMA process, which pro-
cesses affect input. The input consists of appraisal tags, dialog act input, emotion
and mood input, information about who is speaker, addressee, and listener. The
computed affect (emotions and mood) is then passed to the other modules of the
application.

The evaluation of this computational model of affect shows that nearly all affect
types are plausibly represented in dialog scenarios.

10 Conclusions

The project BAIR has been concerned with research about user adaptation in
instrumented rooms, with user-centered approaches in respect of the limitation of
cognitive and technical resources. One focus was set on the role of cognitive and
affective states of the user for generating affective responses from the instrumented
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environment and for adapting the presentation of information. We developed an
affective layer between the user services and the physical environment. In BAIR, we
investigated the introduced concepts and novel interaction methodologies for proac-
tive and user-centered support in multi-user instrumented environments. Research
findings were also used in collaboration with other projects.
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